Existentialism: A Theory of Man

Existentialism is not part of our classical inheritance. Nor it is peculiar to contemporary
civilization. It can trace its lines back to the urgent tones of Biblical Christianity and Judaism,
its philosophical analyses to Saint Augustine. Its exasperated rhetoric is at heart religious; as a
philosophy it pleads for assent. What we now associate with Sartre and Kierkegaard, as well as
with much of the art and thought of the past hundred years, reaffirms the initial article of any
Western first philosophy, a respect for oneself: Love thy neighbor as thyself.
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Existentialism. A Theory of Man This book uncovers a metaphysical principle common to all
existentialists from St. Augustine to Sartre and shows how an. As Sartre later puts it in
Existentialism is a Humanism, to be human is characterised by an existence that precedes its
essence. Thus the nature of Sartre's topics of analysis, his theory of the ego and his ethical
aims all characterise the development of an existential phenomenology.
Man is condemned to be free; because once thrown into the world, he is Sartre's theory of
existentialism states that â€œexistence precedes essenceâ€•, that is only. Milanich, Ed,
Existentialism Theory: Its Relation and Application to The Application of. Exist entialism to
Contemporary. Man. Conclusion. The theory of existentialism is reflected in the jurisprudence
by legal Existentialism by Jasper who also saw man as existence, he combines it with a.
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